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NATURE 

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA FOR THE 
WEEK 1889 JANUARY 6-12. 

(FOR the reckoning of time the civil day, commencing at 
Greenwich mean midnight, counting the hours on to 24, 

is here employed.) 

At Greenwich on January 6 

Sun rises, Sh. 7m.; souths, 12h. 6m. I7 "2s. ; sets, 16t1. 6,n. : 
right asc. on meridian, 19h. II"31U.; dec!. 22° z6' S. Sidereal 
Time at Sunset, 23h. 12m. 

Moon (at First Quarter January 9, Ih.) rises, 11h. 2m. ; 
souths 16h. 22m.; sets, 2Ih. 53m.: right asc. on meridian, 
2Jh. 27"9m.; decl. g• 22' S. 

Planet. R;ses. Souths. 
Right asc. and declination 

Sets. on meridian. 
h. m. h. m. h. m. h. m. 

46 s. Mercury .. 8 39 12 30 I6 21 19 35 ·5 23 
Venus .. . .. 10 7 15 2 19 57 22 7"2 13 IS s. 
Mars ..... . 10 0 14 55 19 so 22 1·o 13 !6 s. 
Jupiter .. . . 6 32 10 28 14 24 17 32"8 22 56 s. 
Saturn .... 18 55*··· 2 24 9 53 9 2]"8 16 6 N. 
Uranus ... 0 54 ... 6 17 II 40 I3 21 •6 7 55 s. 
Neptune .. 13 2 ... 20 45 . .. 4 28* ... 3 sz·o I8 27 N. 

• Indicates that the rising is that of the preceding evening and the setting 
that of the following morning. 

Saturn, January 6.-0uter major axis of outer ring= 45"·I : 
outer minor axis of outer ring= It"·o: southern surface visible . 

Star. 

U Cephei 
R Tauri 
(Geminorum 

Variahlt Stars. 

R.A. (r88g"o) Decl. (1 88g ·o) 
h. m. o , 
o 52"5 ... 81 17 N . ... Jan. 
4 22"3 ... 9 55 N .. . . 
6 57·5 ··· 2o 44 N. 

h. IH. 

8, 21 53 "' 
9, M 
], I9 0 1Jl 

R Canis Majoris ... 7 14"5 ··· 16 II S. 
12, I9 0 A-1 
II,I8Iom 
12, 2I 26 m 

U Geminorum 
X Bootis 
U Bootis 
li Librre 
R Herculis .. . 
U Ophiuchi .. . 
rl Lyrre .. . 
R Aquilre 
T Vulpeculre 

Y Cygni 

Cephei 

S Aquarii 

Near ! Virgini> 

(Boo tis 
/3 Bootis 

7 48·5 ... 22 18 N ... . 
14 18·9 ... 16 soN ... . 
14 49·2 .. : 18 9 N ... . 
14 55., ... 8 5 s. 
I6 I ·2 ... 18 40 N. 

. .. 17 10"9 ... I 20 N. 
!8 46"0 ... 33 14 :-1. 
19 o·o ... S 4N. 
20 46·8 ... 27 soN •... 

10, "I! 
], m 
9, m 

12, 22 53 "' 
10, Ill 
II, 4 58 Ill 

12, 6 oM 
6, M 
8, 20 oM 

12, 4 0 111 

2047·6 ... J414N .. . . , 6, 540m 
and at intervals of 36 o 

22 25·o ... 57 51 N. Jan. 7, 2 o .M 
10, 20 o 1n 

22 SI"3 ... 20 s6 s. 7, .III 
M signifies maximum; "" mmimu1u. 

Meteor-Showers. 
R.A. Decl. 

I73 <) N. Swift ; streaks. 
January II. 

218 I4 N. Very swift ; 
222 42 N. 

NOTES ON METEORITES.l 

VII. 

P OSSIBLE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE JETS AND ENVELOPES 
SEEN IN COMETARY SWARMS. 

THE jets observed in comets when near the sun are very various 
in form. The concentric envelopes seen at times are much 

more regular; an idea of their appearance will be gatbered from 
the accompanying illustration of Donati's comet. 

It has not yet been clearly ascertained whether the jets and 

1 Continued from p. T 42. 

envelopes are connected phenomena-that is, whether the jets 
are true whirls of the meteorites themselves-or whether they 
represent volatilization of the vapours of the nucleus in a 
particular direction, which vapours subsequently assume a con
centric form. In Halley's comet, at all events, this was not 

F1c. 21.-Concentric envelopes as illustrated by Donati 's comet. 

observed. Sir John Herschel writes concerning this: "The 
bright smoke of the jets, however, never seems to be able to 
get far out towards the sun, but always to be driven back and 
forced into the tail, as if by the action of a violent wind rolling 
against them-always from the sun- so as to make it clear that 
this tail is neither more nor less than the accumulation of this 

FIG. 22.-Combination of jets and envelopes (comet of z86r). 

sort of luminous vapour, darted off in the first instance towards 
the snn, as if something raised it up, as if it were exploded by 
the sun's heai, out of the kernel, and then immediately and 
forcibly turned back and repelled from the sun." 

THE CONCENTRIC AND EXCENTRIC ENVELOPES. 

While in Donati's comet we get perhaps the finest exhibition 
of concentric envelopes successively thrown off from the nucleus 
towards the sun, in Coggia's comet, on the other hand, we 
had the most striking instance which has been yet observed in 
which the envelopes put on an appearance as if they belonged 
to two different systems of concentric envelopes cutting each 
other. 

It is important here to enter into some details. In 
Coggia's comet (as observed with Mr. Newall's 25-inch. re· 
fractor, with a low power), next to the nucleus the most bnlhant 
feature was an object resembling a fan opened out some J6o•. 
The nucleus, marvellously small and definite, was situated a 
little to the left of the pin of the fan- not exactly, that is, at 
the point held in the hand. If this comet, outside the circular 
outline of the fan, offered indications of other similar concentric 
circular outlines, astronomers would have recognized in it a 
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great similarity to Donati's comet "ith its ''concentric enve
lopes." But it did not do s0. Envelopes there undoubtedly 
were, but instead of being concentric they were excentric, and 
or an entirely unique arrangement. 

To give an itlea of the appearance presented by these ex
centric envelopes, still referring to the fan, Jet us imagine a 
circle to be struck from the left-hand corner with the right-hand 
corner as a centre, and make the arc a little longer than the 
arc of the fan. Do the same with the right-hand corner. Then 
with a gentle curve connect the end of each arc with a point in 
the arc of the fan half-way between the centre and the nearest 
corner. If these complicated operations have been properly 
performed, the reader will have superadded to the fan two ear
like things (as of an owl), one on each s<de. Such "ears," as 
we may for convenience call them, were to be obserYed in the 
comet, and they at times were but little dimmer than the fan. 
It will be observed that there- is a central depression between 
the ears. 

At first it looked as if these ears were the parts of the 
head furthest from the nucleus in advance along the comet's 

axis, but careful scrutiny revealed, still further forwards, a cloudy 
mass, the outer surface of which was convex, while the cont0ur 
of the inner surface exactly fitted the outer outline of the ears 
and the depression. This m:tss was at times so faint 
as to be alrr.ost invisible. But at other times it was brighter 
than all the other details of the comet which remain to be de
scribed, new that I have sketched the groundwork. Occasion
ally to be seen outside all was still another fainter mass, both the 
surfaces of which were convex outwards, the inner one having 
a greater radius. This exterior envelope or "umhullung" was 
the faintest part of the head. 

In the root of the excessively complex tail were to be observed 
prolongations of all the curves to which I have referred. Thus, 
behind the bright est nucleus was a region of darkness which 
opened out 45 ° or 60°, the left-hand boundary of which was a 
continuation of the lower curve of the right ear. All the bound
aries of the several different shells which showed themselves, 
not in the head in front of the fan, but in the root of the tail 
behind the nuclem:, were continuous in this way-the boundary 
of an interior shell on or.e side of the axis bent over in the head 

FIG. o:.1tline sketch of head and envelopes of Co:;:-gia's comet as seen in 1\'Ir. Newa:i's n .. fr 0:'1 tile night of July 12, 1874 
(pe1ihelion r assage, August 27). 

to form the boundary of an exterior shell on the other side of 
the axis. 

I next draw attention to the kind of change observed. To 
speak in the most general terms, any great change in one "ear" 
was counterbalanced by a change of an opposite character in the 
other; so that, "hen one ear was thinned or elongated, the 
other widened ; wLen one was dim, the other was bright ; when 
one was more "pricked" than mual, 1 he other at times appeared 
to J:e rr.OJ e along the curve of the fan and to form part of it. 
Another kind of change was in the fan itself, esi)ecially in the 
regularity of its curved outline and in the manner in which the 
straight sides of it were obliterated 'altogether by light, as it 
were, streaming down into the tail. 

7 ha·e was nothing w/1ich in th: slightest deg1ee uscmb!ed the 
;;ivi11g o.ff of vajour. 

The only constant feature in the comet was the exquisitely 
soft darkness of the region extending for sc,me little distance 
l.eh:nd the nucleus. Further behind, where the envelopes, the 
prolongation of which formed the tail, were less marked, the 

delicate veil which was over even the darkest portion ·became 
kss delicate, and all the features were merged into a mere 
luminous haze. Here all structure, if it existed, was non
recognizable, in striking contrast with the region round and 
immediately uehind the fan. 

Next, ir has to be borne in mind that the telescopic object is, 
after all, only a projection, from which the true figure has to be 
built up, and it is when this is attempted that the unique charac
ter of this comet becomes apparent. TLere \YNe no jets, there 
were no concentric envelopes; but, in place of the latter, excen
tric envelopes ind 'catccl by the ears and their strange backward 
curving,, and 1 ossibly also by the fan itself. 

lt seems impossible that we can be here dealing with the mere 
volatilization of the materials of which the nucleus is composed ; 
for, assuming that it is possible, as has hithertJ been imagine?, 
that shells of vapours can be thrown off to form concentnc 
envelopes, ancl that the heads of comets like Donati's are thus 
built up, it is difficult at first to see how such appearances as 
here described could be thus produced. 
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0:-; TilE FoR:E' w;rwH THE YARrot : ,; 
A:\ ll I' ,\ RTS OF (<nl ETS. 

Hef.,··c we wit 1l any de,niption. it is 
to inq·1irc into the c:ltt:-'t"S of the cnnH·t:uy phenomrn:t 

whtch ,,.e sn far nucll'u", 
cnn·lopes concentric :1nd :-tnd tail ... 

\\"e hcq do this by to tht. .. mcmn:r..; v.·ith 
which 1\.nche, of science. Tie dc[!lt 
first \\'ith pbn<'ts; :-tnrl. in concluding the thircl 
part of :1 memoir nn the fi !llrC of :l tlt1icl ma ;s to the 
attraction of a point, 1 remarked th:lt the in <rtiry might 

apply to the thf•ory of if we "urpn:-0.e . ..;,uch nn 
ohjcct, fluid and in :1 iinc tow;Hds 
the:: 'till. 

\:'e }w.Ye seen.th:tt n when it fir t ln:lkt•(; it :lf'jH!:1r.tncc 
nt. liS ynt--- on a fonn n:-.; c ;nhling :1. 

nehub. It" at thiS potlll. tiJo.t l\1. clmes with it in order 
to what its of furnt must he supposing it to be :1s 
ahm·c n .. \(1 and homogenenu;;. 

i\s It arp::naches the sun, a tidal action will he set up, a' t'Jc 
s•1l.tr :1!tr:1clwn wtll be grL';1kr on the particle" nc;H<::->t t 1 it: 
hence there will he nn ::Iong:1tinn of s'' :111d 
en.:n one or more separation,;, alon; a r.:1dius v .. ·e:or. 

FIG. 2 r.-Elongation of a cometary swarm. Comet t382 b, \Vashington 
ettuatorial. 

If gravitation alone is concerned, the co :net "ill remain 
s;:mmelrical, it will reduce its size"' it approaches sun," and 
part of its outer portion' will be succe<Sive'y lo<t th<! 
radius vector both towards and away from the s:m ; there, in 
fact, will he two outpouring streams-one directed towards the 
suo·, the other away from it. There will he the grealc;t el<m":>.tion 
anrl the loss at perihelion. " 

l\1 , Roche makes thi.- out hy the form of the en
velope in which Jnrticles will he equally attr.1ctcd by the sun 
and the general rna s of the comet. 

One chief point of the ma•.hcmatical investigations was, in fact, 
to rle:ermine the surface on which the gravity of a small particle 
was ui! in consequence of the solar and cometary attractions. 
This i. the limiting surface. On thi; poi:ot i qurJte from 
M. 

" There "xists, fnr every ho<ly placed within the of 
action of 0ur sun, """·face li nit '" ')'l>lld which its nntter may 
not pass, under pain of c-c.1ping tn that body and fnllin;; within 
the domain of the solar action. This surfact limit depends on 
two mass of the body, anti its frum the sun. 
lt'or a planet like the earlh, whose ma; s is so con<itlcrahle, this 

1 Jhnuirrs of tlw A •:ademy o( n·pdlier, rol. ii . p. 23. 
• A nnalt:s l'<'h:''''.tloirt dr> vol. v. p. ;76. 
::; ' ' furn:s of Cr:mc:s," vol. x p. ?..47 . · 

surface limit i; very tli,tant , and yet, within the still terre,trial 
n·ginn of its satellite, the moon, a child could lift, wirhour much 
difficulty, "- body which woultl weigh fnr '" Jli,ooo 
so dot':; !he ::ttrncti.)n of nur glo'1c becom e :tt th:tt ;tance 
of r o terre, trial radii. ,\ little beyond the luna!' (lrhit, a body 
"·,mid cease to I>Ciong to the earth, and woulcl enter the exclu<in' 
domo.'n of the S!ll1. But f,>r a comet thi • stJrfncc limit i< much 
n<';1n:r the nncll.'us, :tnrl, tnorcover, it dr:1.w:; nc:1rcr a·trl n('arer 
in prop·1rti"n as the c nnet th•: ' Ull . .•• The •urfoce 
which so limit' a body in the Yicinity of the sun pre<ents :wo 

points in the direction of the r:vliu::; vector, sc·tting out 
fro m which this surface i< out into a crmical network, 
in such a mo. •ncr that rhe dis;nlntion of a body the matter nf 
which rcac'1es or pa;ses beyond these boundaries is cffcctc<l 

in the .'·icinity of the poinrs referred to, llying, "' to 
' ' I' ·ak , rnto two Jllecc< , tint< :tt once the attraction of the 

c >met and ,,;pecially, the thenceforth preponderating attraction 
of the sun . ... 

• Fr ·; :! 5. h•) '\' :tc nnd :trp:- th ·: <: u_n, .t:r.t\·itr aL·nc ln·inl! iu 
!"""' '" i ...: r: m •tiw :: olt l.: y. •ntltt-.. which ;s 

..: •H ·>t ,n · ly di ni:u -.ltitt;:, hy an ourfl.)w in h )th al mg the r;tdius 
\'\.' t: tor . 

".\II the conditions of instability are f.nJO;l1mitecl in comets. 
Th<'ir 11 '"-" i< extremely small, and, con<e'lucntly, the surface 
l:ntll '' very neor the ccnt•·e of graYity. Thc·r rli;tance from the 
sun rliminishes rapidly in the descending branch tlf their tr:tjec
tory ; conseq•1ently this surface limi1 hccomeo; more and more 
contro.t'led. Finallv, their enonnou> ,·olnme tencls unceasin,ly 
to dilate, of th<! increao;ing heat of the sun, o.ncl to ca;se 
the cometary matter to ,boot ont beynncl thi< surface limit. 

"\Yho.t becomes of this matter after it i> set free by the action 
nf the sun? Ha,·in;: escaped from that of the comet, it will 
n me the 1<:>< preserve the original speerl, i c. the speed which 
1 he comet it;cJf had at the moment of thi> spec I 
wtll scarcely be altered hy the feeble o.ttractt•'n of the cometary 
nucleus, or by the internal mo,·cmen•s of which 1 have <pokcn, 
>:nee the<e arc mea u :·e·i hy a few metre; per scconrl, while the 
g· ·neralmotion round the sun takes pbce at the rate of 10, 15, 
20 le:tgnes and more per second. Tht: molecules, separatctl and 
thcncc::f Jrward i-ulep·:ndent, then rlc<crihe orhits arouncl 
the sun, differing Yery lillie from that of the comet. Those 
whic:1 are f.mnrl in o.d,·ance go a little faster and take the lean · 

which arc behind remain a little in the rear; so that 
material> are divided along the trajectory of the 

comet tn front and m rear of the nucleus . In time these 
material< arc <epamted considerably from the horly from which 
they and are m·ne and more ; but, con
sidererl at the moment of emission, they will form two visible 
"PI' Cnda;:e ' , two sorts of tails oppo'ed and stratified on the 
orbit of the comet." 

So much for the state of things. if gravitation alone is in 
question. 

Hut i< gravitation alone in builrling up a comet's 
fo·m? That this is not so was fully reco .. nized l.mg a.,.o it 

suggested hy the fact that the tails always to 
he rlriven the sun; Seneca, indeed, was possibly 
o.cquamted wnh th1s fact, he wro:e : radios sol is 
efti1gium." 1 Kepler was the first to suggest that the matter of 
the tails w:as tran<JV>rte<l to the r:gions opposite the sun hy 
the unpuls1on of the sclar r:tys; Luler and Laplace accepte<l 
thi< exp'anation; arc! 1\'cwton wa' f1rst to give a complete 
ex !..nation of 1 he cun·e of the tail. 

Oihcf', whose researches tkalt with the phenomena presented 
by the comet of 181!, cons:dc::re<l that the approach of a comet 
10 the sun might develop electricity in one or the other of these 
bodic::s, and to this were both the repul ;i,·c action of the 

1 See P:iny. Ro•Jk I L c'tap. xx ;i . d u q., fl.lr nl:l ,y references to rr.or.: 
authorities. 
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sun on the materials of the comet, and that of the comet on the 
neb).llous atmosphere by which it was surrounded. 

Olbers was driven to consider the repulsive action of the comet 
on its atmosphere in order to explain the many luminous sectors 
visible in the comet in question. To this he also a<cribed 
the gradual rise of successive envelopes, so well illustrated 
subsequently by the comet of Donati. 

The energy of electrical repulsion depends upon the amount 
of surface of the bodies concerned, whereas the attraction of 
gravity depends upon the masses of the bodies. Small things 
have more surface in proportion to their ma<ses than large ones, 
and there will therefore be attraction or repulsion between the 
sun and the particles composing comets according as the differen· 
tial effect of the two opposite forces is repulsive or attractive. 
In the very small particles, the electrical repulsion will be stronger 
than the attraction due to gravitation, while in the larger 
part icles the two forces may balance each other, or gravitation 
may preponderate. Only the finest particles composing the head 
of a comet are therefore repelled to form the tails. 

· Bessel 1 considerably modified this hypothesis. He considered 
that the action of the sun on the comet represented a polar 
force. 

M. Faye has more recently held that this repulsive action is 
clue to the radiant energy of the sun, and that it has an intensity 
inversely as the square of tl;le distance, and proportional to the 
surface and not to the mass of the moving particles. Its action 
would therefore be in the inverse ratio of the density of the par
ticles upon which it acted ; it would vary with every difference 
of cometary constitution ; . it would he inappreciable on the 
nucleus itself; (the idea being, of course, that the nucleus wa; 
a solid body) ; and it would be most effective in the case of the 
rarest vapou rs. The important part of M. Roche's later memoir 
consists in testing these views of repulsion, to determine whether 
the forms of comets could be explained by its introduction. 

One result is very striking: the tail towards the sun demanded 
by gravitation alone at once disappears. The limiting surfaces 
which Roche's calculations demand are so very like some of 
the surfaces actually observed in the head of a comet, where they 
can be best seen, that it is suggested that the movement of the 
particles takes place in the precise direction where they would 
flow accord ing tu 1\1. Roche's mathematical investigations. 

Hence we are justified in attributing some cometary pheno
mena to the tlow of matter ac ting under the inAuenct! of attrac
tion and solar repulsion." In concluding his memoir Roche 
points out (p. 393) that the hypothesis of a repul sive force 
acting along a radius vector, and varying inversely as the square 
of the di>tance, and only acting on matter reduced to a state 
of great rarefaction, gives figures identical with those observed. 
\Ve see the germ of the tail is the part of the atmosphere 
the furthest rem8ved from the sun, and it is easy to explain the 
enormous development of the emission of cometary particles 
ncar perihelion. The existence of a repulsive force which 
cuunterbalances the solar attraction M. Roche therefore considers 
establi shed by his researches. 

lt must, however, be at once stated that much remains to be 
done before all the help that M. Roche's work can afford can be 

FIG. 26.-l\1. Roche's thenrctic:tl C)ns:ruct.ion of the hea-l of a comet, a 
repnlsive force being taken into account. 

utilized, and there is little question that the outflow in. the solar 
direction· has not been so entirely abol ished as Ius figures 
indicate. This, however, may to a certain extent depend upon 
the fact that the observations of comets have been made at some 

' Bes!=el 's paper u On the Physical Constitution of Halley's Comet'' is 
print ·d in the Cmtttaissance des Temps, 1840. 

2 See A mza/es de rObserl/atoi re de Paris, vol. v. 

distance from perihelion. But there may he another reason. 
If the outflow along the limiting surface is an outflow of solid 
particles, the solar repulsion will not be effective until 
collisions have reduced this dust to vapour. We shall still 
therefore have the quasi-conical surface tzwntd tow2rds the sun, 1 
though it will be soon destroyed. Many of the phenomena pre
sented by jets and excentric envelopes may be thus caused, and 
the very complicated phenomena presented by Coggia's comet, 
and others in which the section of the cone presents the appear
ance of birds with their wings more or less extended, do not 
seem opposed to this view. 

J. NORMAN LOCKYER. 

(To be continued.) 

PRELIMINARV NOTE ON KEELING ATOLL, 
KNOWN ALSO AS THE COCOS ISLANDS. 

MR. JOl-I N MURRAY, of the c;,atlcnger Expedition 
Office, has forwarded to us the following letter, which 

he has received from Dr. Guppy :-

DEAR MR. MURRAY,-

Dnring my sojourn of nearly ten weeks in these islands, I 
was to make a fairly complete examination of them. 
Here, I can only refer to some of the new features of this atoll 
which my investigation' have disclosed, and must leave the 
details to be subsequently worked into a general description of 
the islands. myself as very fortunate in being able 
to examine the only atoll visited by Mr. Darwin-the atoll, in 
fact , which gave rise to the theory of subsiclence--'-I at set 
about making observations, without reference to any particular 
view of the origin of coral-reefs. I examined all the islands and 
;, Jets, more than twenty in number, making a separate descrip
tion of each. and reaped the benefit of the fact that atoll 
has been occupied for more than half a century by residents 
interested in their surroundings The result has been to con
vince me that several important characters of these islands 
e>capecl the attention of Mr. D:;trwin, partly t? his 
limited sta' ' , partly &.lso due to h1s necessanly defect1ve mfor
mation of the post changes in the atoll. The features, in fact, 
that escaped his notice, throw considerable light on the mode of 
origin of these lagoon islands, and give no support to the theory 
of subsidence. 

In the first place, I have ascertained that Keeling Atoll consists 
essentially of a ring of horse-shoe or crescentic islands inclosing 
a lagoon and presenting their convexities seawa:d. cres
centic form is possessed in varying degrees by different 1slands : 
some of the smaller ones are perfect horse-shoe a tollons, and 
inclose a shallow lagoonlet ; others, again , exhibit only a semi
crescentic form ; whilst the larger islands have been produced by 
the union of several islands of this shape. The whole land
surface, however, is subject to continual change. The extremi
ties of islands are often being gradually swept away or extended. 
Some islanJs are breached cluring heavy ga•es, others are joined, 
so that by tbe repetition of these change> the island in the 
course of time loses its original form. Hence it is that, although 
the crescent is the primitive shape of each island structure 
is partly disguised in the case of some of the large1: Islands by 
the union of several of smaller Size. The Admiralty chart 
"ives hut an imperfect i<lea of the true shape of the islands; 
but, notwithstanding. its inspection will prove very ins•ructive. 

In truth , Keeling Atoll exhibits in an incomplete m_anner the 
features of the large compound atoll of the .Malchve Group. If 
it wa' considerablY larger "ncl possessed a less protected lagoon, 
so that open-sea "conditions prevailed in i:s interior, it would 
have all the features of a compound Maldive atoll--that 1s, an 
atoll consisting of a circle of small atolls or atollo_ns; In Its 
original however, was. an at.>ll c_onsistmg of a 
circlt! of crescentic Islands. Such It IS essent ially now, but 
ex tensive changes have often partly disguised this feature. 

Before proceeding to explain the origin. of the incompleted 
compound atoll of the Keeling Islands, II will be necessary 
to dwell on the exaggerated notion o_f an atoll. 
This kind of coral-reef is usually clescnbed as a Circular reef 
inclosing a deep basin or lagoon; hut th is dtscription o_nly 
applies to very small atolls less than a mile across. By drawi_ng 
a section on a true scale of an atoll of average SIZe, hke Keehng 
Atoll, it will at once become apparent that such a description 

1 Although this d oes not figure in Roche's diagrams, Faye gives it in his 
lectures on the '·Forms of 
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